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EXTREMAL STRUCTURE IN OPERATOR SPACES

BY

M. SHARIR(l)

ABSTRACT, (a) A characterization of extreme operators (in the unit ball

of operators) between  L -spaces is given, together with other related proper-

ties, (b) A general theorem of Kreïn-Milman type for the unit ball of operator

spaces is proved, and is applied to operators between L -spaces and to oper-

ators into C-spaces.

1. Introduction. In this paper we study in detail extreme points in the unit

ball of operator spaces (which we, shall briefly call extreme operators). Although

we treat mostly operators in L -spaces and C-spaces, some of the results are

general (§3). Before discussing the results, we go briefly over the notations.

They are mostly standard and we refer to [14] for some of the notations, though

we remark that if £ is a Banach space, the action of x* £ E* on x £ E will be

denoted either by x*(x)   or by (x*, x). The canonical imbedding of E into E**

will be denoted by }E. The scalars are either real or complex; only in Theorem

2.10 are they assumed to be real. Generalizing a notation of Morris and Phelps

[12], we call an operator T: E — F, fot two Banach spaces E and F, a nice

operator, if T*(ext 5(F*)) C ext S(E*). It is easy to verify that every nice oper-

ator is extreme, and to construct examples where there exist no nice operators

(e.g. in £(/ , / )). We refer to [l] for nontrivial examples of extreme nonnice

operators into C-spaces (i.e. spaces of continuous functions over a compact

Hausdorff space). By an L -space we denote a Banach space which is isometric

to a space Ll(S, S, p.), in the notations of [4]. Since we shall deal only with

Banach-space properties of such a space, we may assume, for example, that the

dual of L (S, S, p.) is L°°(S, S, p), or we may treat a ff-finite measure as a finite

measure, since those properties can be obtained by an isometry. We shall usually

write briefly Ll(u) (L°°(p)) instead of Ll(S, 2, p.) (L°°(S, 2, p.)). The dual of an

L -space is a space C(X), where X is hyperstonian, and the L -space may be
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regarded as the space of normal measures on X. We take as known the basic

properties of hyperstonian spaces and normal measures. They are to be found in

[2], [7], or [16].

The problem of whether every extreme operator between C-spaces must be

nice was presented in [1], and is still open. A dual problem, which arises natural-

ly, is whether every extreme operator between L -spaces is nice. In §2 we an-

swer this problem in the affirmative (Theorem 2.2), and derive several other prop-

erties of extreme operators between L -spaces, between C-spaces, and with an

L^-space as their domain. In V3 we prove (Theorem 3.1) that under very general

assumptions on the Banach spaces E and F, £(E, F) is dense in £(F*, F*) with

suitable natural topologies (the weak*-operator topology on ¿AF*, E*), which in-

duces the weak-operator topology on £(E, F)), where £(E, F) is injected into

£(F*, E*) by assigning to each operator its adjoint. As a conclusion we obtain

a general theorem of Krein-Milman and Milman type (Theorem 3.2), giving a neces-

sary and sufficient condition for S(£(E, F)) tobe the weak-operator-closed convex

hull of a subset A, in terms of the "nearness" of ext 5(£(F*, E*)) to A.  In §4

we apply this theorem to operators between    L   -spaces, and find an equivalent

simple condition for S(x.(E, F)) to be the weak-operator-closed convex hull of its

extreme points, in terms of the extremal structure of E, F, and their decomposi-

tions into a sum of homogeneous L -subspaces (Theorems 4.4, 4.5, 4.10). We

also obtain several results concerning open mappings of hyperstonian spaces. In

§4 we give some other applications of the results of §3. First we apply them to

operators from an / (D-space. Then we apply them to operators into C-spaces,

and improve some results of Morris and Phelps  [12].

2. Characterization of extreme operators in L '-spaces. In this section we

characterize the extreme operators between L -spaces as the nice operators. This

is the dual problem of the still unsolved problem of a similar characterization of

extreme operators between C-spaces (cf. [l]). The technique used here is a mod-

ification of a technique used in [14] to investigate the dual problem.

Lemma 2.1. Let E be an L -space, F an arbitrary Banach space and T:

E —* F an extreme operator.  Identify E* with C(Y0), for an appropriate hyper-

stonian space  YQ.' Then \y e YQ; ||T**y|| = li is dense in Yq.

Proof. (Cf. Theorem 1 of [14]). For each integer n, the set Gn = \y e YQ;

\\T**y\\ > 1- l/n\ is open in YQ. To see that it is dense there, take any g e

C{YQ), 0 < g < 1, such that g|G   =0. Let p e S(F) be a nonzero element and

define an operator R: E —► F by

Rp- = n~l{g,p)p,      peE.
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Then

R**y = n-lg{y)f>,      y € Y0,

where ß is the canonical image of p, and \\T ± R\\ = supy6y ||T**y ±R**y\\ < 1.

Thus R = 0 and g = 0 and Gn is therefore dense in YQ. Hence,

lyey0;||r**y|| = l!=n G„
nil

is also dense.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 2.2. Let E, F be L -spaces; then every extreme operator T: E—►

F is nice.

Proof. Let E* = C(YQ), F* = C(X„), and put H = \y £ YQ; \\T**y\\ = lj. Since

H is dense in Yn, and V0 is extremally-disconnected compact, we have  YQ = ßH

(the Stone-Cech compactification of H) (cf. [5, p. 96]). Let A C XQ be clopen

(i.e. closed and open). Define the following w*-continuous mappings R*^, R*,: Y0

— C(X0)* by

R\y = T**y\A>       R*2y = T**y\A>,      y£Y0.

They induce operators Rj, R2: C(XQ) —> C(V0) which are w*-continuous, since,

e-g.) ^i/= T"*(X/i/^' /e^(^o^; anc^ multiplication is w*-continuous on C(XQ).

Now consider the functions y —» HRÍyH, y e V0, i - 1, 2. These are lower semicon-

tinuous functions on YQ. But if y £ H,  then \\R\y\\ + ||R*y|| = \\T**y\\ = 1. Hence

these functions are continuous on H.  Let <p. be the unique continuous extension

of ||/?*(-)|| to YQ,  i = 1, 2. Define a w*-continuous mapping /?*: YQ —» C(X0)* by

R*y = rp!(y)R*y - 0a(y)RÎy,      y £ YQ.

The operator R: C(XQ) _ C(y„) induced by R* is simply R/ = <f>lR2f - <p2R\f.

I £ C(XQ), and is therefore a w*-continuous operator. Hence R = K*, tot some

K e £(E, F) and we have

||T ±K||= sup   ||T**y±R*y||.
yeY0

A standard computation yields for y £ H that ||T**y ± R*y|| < 1, and by the w*-

compactness of S(C(XQ)*), the w*-continuity of T** ± R*, and the fact that H

is dense in Vn, we obtain \\T ± K\\ < 1. Hence K = 0, which means, for y £ H,

0=||R*y|| = 2||T**yy jT**y|A4.

That is, for every y £ H,  T**y is either supported in A, or in A . Again, by con-

tinuity, this is true for every y £ YQ. But since A was an arbitrary clopen subset
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of Xn, it follows that, for each y e Y 0,  T**y has a one-point support. Hence, for

each y e H,

T**y e \\dx; |A| = 1, x e X0| = ext S(C(XQ)*),

and by the w*-compactness of this set, we have T**(Vn) C ext S(C(XQ)*). Thus

we have shown that T* is a nice operator. To see that T itself is nice, take any

fe ext S(C(X0)) (namely, \f | =- 1). Then |T*/(y)| = |T**y(/)| = 1, for every y e YQ,

and therefore T*f e ext S(C(YQ)), and T is nice.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 2.3. The composition of two extreme operators between L -spaces

is always extreme. In particular, if E is an L1-space, then the set of extreme

operators in ¿l(E, E) forms a semigroup with identity, under composition.

Proof. Trivial, since a composition of nice operators is always nice. Also

note, that the identity operator on any Banach space is always extreme, since it

is nice.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 2.4. Let E, F be L1 -spaces.  Then the following statements are

equivalent for an operator T: E —»F.

(a) (T*)n is extreme for some n > 0.

(b) (T*)n  is nice for some n > 0.

(c) (T*)n  is extreme ¡or every n > 0.

(d) (T*)n is nice for every n > 0.

(By (T*)n we mean the nth order adjoint operator of T.)

Proof. The implications (d) =» (b) =» (a) and (d) =» (c) =» (a) hold for any

pair of Banach spaces. What remains to show is that (a) —► (d). Now it is true,

in general, that if T* is extreme, then T is also extreme. Hence, (a) implies

that T is extreme. By the proof of Theorem 2.2 we know that T is nice and also

that T* is nice. Thus the proof will be completed if we show that, if R is a nice

operator between C-spaces, then R* is extreme, thus obtaining (d) inductively,

for the second dual of an L -space is again an L'-space. We have even the fol-

lowing stronger result, which generalizes Corollary 2 in [14]:

Lemma 2.5. Let E be a Banach space,  Y a compact Hausdorff space, and

T an operator in £(E, C(Y)). Then T is nice if and only if T* is extreme.

Proof.  Put C(YQ) - C(Y)**, ] = ]Ctyy There is a natural isometry between

£(E, C(Y0)) and S.(C(Y)*, E*), in which JT corresponds to T*. Now, if T is

nice, then ]T is also nice (since / is a nice operator), and therefore T* is ex-

treme. On the other hand, if T* is extreme, then JT: E —► C(YQ) is also extreme.

Thus (JT)*y is extreme in S(E*) tot every isolated yeYQ (cf. [1]). But if

y e V0 is isolated, then 8« is a normal measure (cf. [2]), extreme in S(C(Yn)*),
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hence it is extreme in S(C(Y)*), and is therefore of the form S     for some y £ Y.

Conversely, for each y £ Y, 8 , viewed as an extreme normal measure on Y0, is

easily seen to have a one-point support, and is therefore of the form 8^, tot some

isolated y £ YQ) and we have }*y - y. Hence,  T*y = (}T)*y £ ext S(E*), fot each

y £ Y. Hence T is nice.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 2.6. Let X, Y be compact Hausdorff spaces, and T an operator in

£.(C(X), C(Y)). Then the following statements are equivalent.

(a) (T*)n is extreme for some n>\.

(b) (T*)n is nice for some n > 0.

(c) (T*)n is extreme for every n > 0.

(d) (T*)n is nice for every n>0.

Proof. Again we have immediately (d) =» (c) =» (a) and (d) =» (b). (b) =» (a)

is obvious if n > 1, and follows from Lemma 2.5 if n = 0.

(a) =» (d). It follows from (a) that T* is extreme. Since T* is an operator

between L l -spaces, we have from Corollary 2.4 that (T*)n is nice for every

n > 1. For n = 0 this follows from Lemma 2.5.  Q.E.D.

Remark. It would be nicer if we could put n > 0 in statement (a). However,

this could be done only if we knew that every extreme operator between C-spaces

is nice, which is still an open problem.

An application of Theorem 2.2 to extreme invariant operators between L -

spaces has been pointed out by S. Reich:

Remark   (S. Reich). Let F be a Banach space and 2 a topological semi-

group. We will say that 2 acts on F ftom the left if there is a separately con-

tinuous map S x F —»F, denoted by (s, x) —» sx, such that the operators \x—> sx:

s £ 2! belong to the unit ball of £(F, E), and (st)x = s(tx) fot all s, t in 2 and

x in F. If F is another Banach space, then an operator T: E —* F is said to be

invariant if T(sx) = Tx fot all s £ 2 and x £ E. Put B(E*)Z = \y £ F*: y is in-

variant and  ||y|| < 1}, and more generally, B(F, F)2 = ¡T e£(F, F): T is invariant

and ||T|| < lj. In this setting, Theorem 2.2 implies the following result: Let F

and F be L -spaces and 2 a topological semigroup which acts on F from the

left. Suppose that RUC (2), the space of right uniformly continuous bounded

scalar-valued functions on 2, has a right invariant mean. Then T £ B(E, F)_ is

extreme there if and only if T*f is extreme in B(E*)¿ fot each extreme / in

S(F*).

Proof. We may assume that E$ = \y e E*: y is invariant! is not trivial. If x

is in F and / in F*, then the function b = b(x, f) defined on 2 by b(s) = (/, sx)

is in RUC (2). Therefore we can define, for each f £ E*, a functional Pf on E

by (P/, x) = m(b(x, /)), whete m is a (fixed) right invariant mean on RUC (2).

Clearly Pf £ E* and  \\Pf \\<\\f\\. If / £ E*, then (Pf, x) = m(s — </, sx)) =
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m(s — (f, x » = (/, x), for ail x e E. Finally, it tel, then {Pf, tx) = m(b(tx, f)) =

m(s —» (/, stx)) = m(s —*(f, sx)) = (Pf, x), because m is right-invariant. Thus P

is a projection of norm 1 from E* onto E*. Therefore its range can be identified

with C(K) for some stonian K. But since E* is w*-closed, K is hyperstonian

and there is an L'-space G such that G* = E|, with the same w*-topology on

their unit balls. Hence, B(E, F)2 can be identified with S(£(G, F)) and the re-

sult follows.

We give now another application of Lemma 2.1.

Theorem 2.7. Let E be an L1-space, F a Banach space such that F** is

strictly convex, and T an operator in £(E, F). Then the first three following

statements are equivalent and imply the fourth one,

(a) T is extreme.

(b) T* is extreme.

(c) There is a dense subset H of Vn (where C(YQ) = E*) such that T**(H)

C ext Sif**).

(d) T(ext S(E)) C ext S(F).

Proof, (a) =» (c). Since F** is strictly-convex, this follows immediately

from Lemma 2.1.

(c) =»(b). Immediate (cf. a remark in [l]).

(b) =» (a). True in general.

(c) =» (d). Let p e ext S(E). Then p = 8 , tot some isolated y e YQ. Obviously

y e H, and therefore Tp = T**y e ext S(F**). Hence Tp e ext S(F).    Q.E.D.

The implication (a) =» (d) of the previous theorem can be proved in general,

with the aid of the following simple lemma:

Lemma 2.8. Ler E be a Banach space, and F a set. An operator T €

£(/ (r), E) is extreme if and only if Tey e ext 5(E) for each y e T. (cy are the

unit vectors in I (D.)

Proof. If there is y0 e T, 0 ^ p e E, such that \\Tey ± p\\ < 1, then define

U e ¿(/'(T), E) by Ux = x{y0)p, x e iHV). Then ||T ± U\\ < 1, and T is not ex-

treme. Conversely, if Tey e ext S(E) for each yeV, then \\T ±U\\ < 1 implies

that Uey m 0 for each y e T, and therefore U = 0.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 2.9. Let E be an L^-space, F a Banach space, and T an extreme

operator in £(E, F). Then T(ext S(E)) C ext S(F).

Proof. Looking at E as the space of normal measures on Yn, we can write

E = (Ej © ^2^1' wnere ^i is tne subspace of purely nonatomic measures and

E2 is the subspace of purely atomic measures. By the remark at the proof of

Lemma 2.5, E2 is actually span ext S(E) and is therefore an / CT)-space. Now
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T\Ei is extreme hi £(E2, F), fot if there is U e£(E2. F) such that ||T|ß2 ±U\\

< 1, then define U e£(E, F) by

*\.. .
U(xl + x2) - Ux2,      k. e £., i = 1, 2.

Then \\T ± U\\ < 1 and therefore Í/ = 0. By Lemma 2.8 we have T(ext 5(E)) =

T|£2(ext 5(E2)) C ext S(F).    Q.E.D.

We end this section with an interesting property of the space L l(p, E), where

E is a Banach space. This is the space of E-valued functions whose norm is

p-integrable (cf. [4, p. 121]). We refer here to real Banach spaces E satisfying

the (equivalent) conditions of Theorem 4.7 of [10]. The condition we make use

of is

(2.1) For each p £ ext S(E), m £ ext S(E*), \m(p)\ = 1.

A weaker condition (which is the one actually mentioned in [10]) is

(2.2) There is p £ ext S(E) such that, for each m £ ext S(E*),  \m(p)\ = 1.

It is equivalent to

(2.3) There is a compact Hausdorff space K such that E is isometrically

imbedded as a separating subspace of C(K) containing 1.

Theorem 2.10. Let L1^) be an L -space with atoms, and E a Banach space.

Then E satisfies (2.1) (or (2.2)) if and only if Ll(¡i, E) satisfies the same

condition.

Proof. We treat only condition (2.1). The other condition is treated similarly.

The extreme points of S(L (p., E)) were shown in [15] to be the points of the

form q = ±XaP//í^' wnere P e ext ^(E) and A ¡s an atom. Now, L (p., E)* can

be identified isometrically with ^(L1^), E*) and with £(E, C(Vn)), where

Lx(p)* = C(Y0) (cf. [6]). Let T £ ext S(LHp, E)*) and T e ext 5(£(E, C(YQ))) be

the corresponding operator. Since T is extreme, and Y0 is extermally-discon-

nected, we have by [14] that T*(YQ) C (ext S(E*))~W . Now, if E has property

(2.1), pick T £ ext S(LHp, F)*), q = ± X/iiVp(A) £ ext S(LHp, E)). Then

\<T,q)\-\(tp>XA/rte))\.

But |Tp(y)| = |T*y(p)| = 1, for each y £ YQ, by condition (2.1). Hence Tp, as an

element in L°°(p), is a constant of absolute value 1 on A since A is an atom,

and therefore \{T, q)\ = 1, and so Ll(p, E) satisfies condition (2.1).

Conversely, if Lldp, E) satisfies (2.1), let p £ ext S(E), m £ ext S(E*) and

<p £ ext S(L Hp)). Then <f>p £ ext S(Ll(p, E)). The operator T: E —, C(Y0), defined

by Tx = m(x)l, x £ E, is extreme, since it is nice, and is therefore corresponding

to a point T eext S(Ll((i, E)*). Therefore 1= |(T, rp»| = |<Tp, r/.)| = \m(p)\, and

so E satisfies (2.1).    Q.E.D.
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3. À theorem of Kreïn-Milman type for operator spaces. The recent results on

the principle of local reflexivity (cf. [8]) yield a general form of a theorem of

Krexn-Milman and Milman type for the unit ball of operator spaces. Let E, F be

Banach spaces. Denote by cß: ¿l(E, F) —> £(F*, E*) the natural injection such

that <ß(T) = T*, for T e £(E, F). Consider the weak-operator (abbreviated w.o.)

topology on £(E, F) (cf. [4, p. 476]), and the weak*-operator (abbreviated w*.o.)

topology on £(F*, E*), i.e., the topology in which Ta—tT it and only if
*

T¿y* —* Ty*, tot each y* e F*. In those topologies it is clear that <f> is a home-

omorphism into £(F*, E*). Also trivially, <p(S(£(E, F))) C 5(£(F*, E*)). Recall

also that a Banach space E has the metric approximation property (M.A.P.) iff

for each f > 0 and each finite-dimensional H CE there is a finite-rank operator

T: E —► E, of norm < 1 + e, such that Tx = x, for each x e H (cf. [6]).

Theorem 3.1 (a density theorem). If either E or F* has the M.A.P., then

<p(S(H(E, F))) is w*.o.-dense in S(£(F* . E*)).

Proof, (a) Assume that E has the M.A.P. Since we are dealing with locally

convex topologies, it is sufficient to prove that for each ( > 0 and each w*.o.-

continuous linear functional p on £(F*, E*) with ||p|| = 1, there is T e S(S.(E, F))

such that |p(T*)| > 1- (. It p. is such a functional, then there are y*, • • • , y* eF*.

xp ... , xn e E, such that p(R) = 2?=i(Ry*. x.), R e £(F*, E*). Since  ||p|| = 1

there is R eS(£(F*, E*)), such that p(R) > 1- e/2. Since E has the M.A.P.,

there is a finite-dimensional subspace G C E and an operator Q: E —» G, such

that Qxi = xf, for each 1 < i < n, and ||Q|| < 1 + f/4. Regarding Q as an operator

in E, Q* is also a finite-rank operator, and so is Q*R: F* —» E*. Denote its

range by H, and let L be the subspace of F* spanned by y*, • • ■ , y*. Then, by

[8, Lemma 3.1], there is a weak*-continuous operator U: F* —► H, such that

\\U\\ < 1 + f/2, and U\L - Q*R\L. Now, U is also weak*-continuous, as an oper-

ator from F* into E*, and so U = V*, for some V e£(E, F). But it is easy to

see that p(V*) = p(Q*R) = p(R), and so T = V/(l + f/2) is the required operator.

(b) If F* has the M.A.P., let p, R, f be as above. Then there is a finite-

dimensional subspace G C F*, and an operator Q: F* —» G, with ||Q|| < 1 + t/4,

such that Qy*= y*, lot each 1 < i < n. Again, by [8] there is an operator QQ:

F —»F, such that ||Q0|| < 1 + </2, Q*, has its range in G, and Q%y* = y* for

each l<t<u. Hence p(RQ*,) = p(R). But RQ* is weak*-continuous, since Ôq

sends w*-converging nets to norm-converging nets, and therefore RQJ = U*, tot

some U e£(E, F), and T = l//(l + f/2) is the required operator.    Q.E.D.

Remarks. (1) Under no assumptions on E or F, <p(£(E, F)) is always

w*.o.-dense in £(F*, E*). Indeed, in this case we have to show that if p is a

w*.o.-continuous functional vanishing on <p(£.(E, F)), then p is identically zero,
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and this is done directly, using the fact that in a Banach space there is always a

projection on every finite-dimensional subspace. (2) The classical Goldstine

theorem [4, p. 424] is a special case of Theorem 3.1, by taking E to be one-dim-

ensional.

As a corollary of Theorem 3.1 we have our central result:

Theorem 3.2   (a theorem of Kreln-Milman type). Let E, F be Banach spaces

such that either F or F* has the M.A.P. Let SQ = S(£(E, F)), St = S(£(F*, E*)), and

A a subset of SQ. Then SQ = coñvw,°- A if and only if ext S: C (rp(A))-w*-°\

Proof. If ext Sj C (f/>(A))~w  •••, then, by w*.o.-compactness of Sj, and by

the Kreïn-Milman theorem we have

_w*.o. w*.n.     .    . i F ,0»
Sj = conv ext Sj = conv <p\A) = rp(conv A)       ,

and since <p is a homeomorphism in the w.o. and w*.o. topologies on Sn and Sj

respectively, we have SQ = convw,0,A. (For this part, Theorem 3.1 is not needed.)

Conversely, if SQ = cöüv"'"^, then, by Theorem 3.1, S^ = <p(S)w  '"' -

coñvw*-°'<p(A), and, by Milman's theorem, ext Sj C («¿(A))-**'0'    Q.E.D.

In §5 we shall need an equivalent form of the above theorems. Denote by

if/: l(E, F) — £(E, F**) the mapping, such that <A(T) = ]pT, T e £(E, F). Then,

by using the natural isometry between £(E, F**) and £(F*, E*), the fact that

this isometry composed with i/r gives <f>, and the fact that under this isometry

those spaces are w*.o.-homeomorphic, we obtain immediately:

Corollary 3.3. Let E, F be Banach spaces such that E or F* has the M.A.P.

Then (a) ip(S(£.(E, F))) is w*.o.-dense in S(£(E, F**)). (b) // A is a subset of

S(£(E, F)), then S(x.(E, F)) is the w.o.-closed convex hull of A  if and only if

ext S(l(E, F**)) C (ip(A))-v*-°-.

Remark. It is possible to derive a theorem of Milman type for S(à.(E, F)),

without using the dual spaces, as follows. Denote S(x.(E, F)) by SQt and assume

that SQ = convw*°*A, for a subset A. Then, if T £ ext SQ, such that T* is also

extreme, then T £ Aw*°". (This is seen even without Theorem 3.1, for T* is then

extreme in c/>(c0)w*-o% whatever this set might be.) Now, if ]p is nice, then

every nice operator T in ic(E, F) satisfies the above condition, for then JpT

is also a nice operator, hence extreme, and therefore T* is extreme too. Hence

we obtain

Proposition 3.4. // F has a nice canonical imbedding and S(x.(E, F)) is the

w.o.-closed convex hull of a subset A, then the nice operators in X.(E, F) are in

the w.o.-closure of A.
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Remark. Note that the canonical imbedding is always an extreme operator in

x(E, F**), since it corresponds in the natural isometry to the identity in £(F*, F*).

Examples of Banach spaces with nice canonical imbedding are the C-spaces and

the L -spaces, the first by known results, and the second by the above remark

and Theorem 2.2.  Also, trivially, the reflexive spaces are such spaces. It is easy

to produce a predual F of an L -space, such that ]p is not nice, but still

/* (ext S(F***)) C (ext S{F*))'W*.
r

We are indebted to Dr. A. J. Lazar for the following observation:

Proposition 3.5« Every Banach space F satisfies the above equation.

Proof. Let Z = (ext S(F*))~V , equipped with the w*-topology. We can imbed

F naturally into C(Z), and thus F** is imbedded in C(ZQ) = C(Z)**, and F***

is isometric to a quotient-space of C(ZQ)*. Take p e ext S(F***). There is

q e ext S(C(ZQ)*) such that the equivalence-class of q is identified with p. With

no loss of generality, we may assume a = 8 , for some x e Zn. Then   Jp(p) =

/*;(Zy(a)|F. But /*7(Z)(?) = Sy, for some y eZ, and 8y\P = y, and the result fol-

lows.    Q.E.D.

4. Application to operators between L '-spaces. In this section we apply

Theorem 3.2 to operators between L -spaces.  Let E  and F be L -spaces and

let E* = C(Y0), F* = C(X0), for appropriate hyperstonian spaces XQ, Yn. First

we give a characterization of mappings of Yn into XQ induced by extreme oper-

ators in L(E, F):

Lemma 4.1. The following statements are equivalent for a continuous map-

ping <f>: y0—X0:

(a) There is a (nice) T e £(E, F) such that T*f = f ° <f>, f e C(X0).

(b) <p is open.

(c) For each open and dense A C XQ, tp"(A) is also dense.

Proof, (a) =» (c). One may regard E (resp. F) as the space of normal mea-

sures on Y0 (resp. XQ). Thus T has the property that, whenever p is normal on

YQ,  Tp- p ° tß~    is normal on XQ. But a measure on XQ is normal if and only

if it vanishes on meagre sets (cf. [2]). Hence, if B C XQ is a nowhere-dense

closed subset, then <p~'(B) is closed and, for each peE, p(rp~'(B)) = Tp(B) =

0. Thus tp" (B) is nowhere-dense, for the union of supports of normal measures

on Yq is dense in YQ by [2]. Hence (c) follows.

(c) =»(a). The operator T: C(YQ)* — C(X0)* defined by Tp = p ° tp'1,

pe C(Yq)*, carries E into F, for, whenever p is normal on Yn, p °^"  (B) =

p(r/>~'(ß)) = 0, for each meagre B, and therefore p ° tb~    is normal. T|ß is the

required operator.
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(b) =» (c). This is easy and the proof is omitted.

(c) =» (b). It is sufficient to show that whenever H C YQ is clopen, then

cf>(H) is open. Now, (f>(H) is closed and so is int <f>(H), and therefore G =

Hn fp~Hint <f>(H)) is clopen. Now, H\G C s6_1[<£(//)\int <f>(H)], and by (c) the

latter is nowhere-dense. Hence G = H, which means that tf>(H) = int cj>(H) and is

therefore open.    Q.E.D.

Next, we prove an "intermediate"   form of the theorem of Kreïn-Milman type

for L -spaces, the final results to be stated in the sequel.

Proposition 4.2. With the same notations as above, the following statements

are equivalent:

(a) S(S.(E, F)) = côm?w-°- ext S(Z(E, F)).

(b) For each continuous mapping if/: Yn —> Xn, there is a net of open contin-

uous mappings, <f>a: YQ —► XQ, such that, for every f £ C(XQ), / ° (f>a -£-» / ° if/.

(c) Same as (b), with the condition: For each p.eE, and each clopen subset

ACX0, p(<p-HA))-^p(^-HA)).

Proof, (a) =* (b). By Theorem 3.2, we have that every extreme operator in

S(X.(C(X0), C(Y0))) is in the w*.o.-closure of adjoints of extreme (and, by Theorem

2.2, nice) operators in £(E, F). Hence, for each continuous if/: YQ —> XQ, which

defines a nice positive operator T £X.(C(XQ), C(Y0)), there is a net \Ta\ of nice

operators in £(E, F), not necessarily positive, such that T* w •°; T. Now, by

Lemma 4.1, for each <x, there is Aae C(YQ), |Aa| ■ 1, and an open continuous map-

ping <pa: YQ —» XQ, such that T*/ = Aa • f°(p"a, f £ C(XQ). Hence, for each

f £ C(Xq), Aa • / o <pa -Ï-, / o if/. In order to get rid of the Aa's, assume / to be

real, then it is easily seen that (Re Ag) . / o cpa —» f °tf/, and in particular,

Re Aa-£—» 1. Let / £ S(C(XQ)) be real. We may assume   (by taking subnets if

necessary)   that / ° <pa -^-» g, for some g £ C(YQ). Now, 1 - Re Aa > 0 and 1 <

/ o <f>a < 1 for each a. Hence - (1 - Re Aa) < (1 - Re Aa) . f o <pa < 1 _ Re Aa, and

therefore (1 - Re Aa) . / ° <pa -ï^> 0, and it follows that (Re Aa) . / ° <pa -2^» g.

Thus f °if/ = g and it follows that / ° <f>a^~* f °if/, fot each / £ C(XQ).

(b) =» (a). By Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 2.2 we have to show that every ex-

treme operator T in £(C(Xn), C(yo)) is in the w*. o.-closure of the w*-continuous

nice operators. By [14, Theorem 4], every such T is nice and is therefore deter-

mined by a continuous mapping if/: YQ —» Xn, if it is positive, and so (b) implies

this condition for positive T. For a general T, given by Tf = A • / °xf/, f £ C(XQ),

then, if \<f>a\ is the net of open mappings corresponding to if/, then TJ = \ • f °<f><0

/eC(XQ),  is a net of  w*-continuous nice operators suchthat Ta~^*T,

(b) => (c). Take / = xA •

(c) => (b). Follows from the fact that the characteristic functions of clopen
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subsets in XQ span (in norm) C(X0).    Q.E.D.

Lemma 4.3. With the same notations as above, if, for every clopen V C XQ

there is an open continuous mapping of YQ into V, then (a)—(c) of Proposition

4.2 follow.

Proof. Let tfi: Yn —» XQ be a continuous mapping. Let a - {Aj, ... , An\ be

a partition of XQ into a finite number of disjoint clopen subsets. For each 1 <

/ < n, let tp.: Yn —♦ A . be an open mapping. Define tp   : YQ —♦ XQ by

|0-'(Ay) = ^>-'(A.)>       1£l<*

tp is clearly an open continuous mapping. Order the net \tpa; a is such a parti-

tion!, by o-j > o~2 if ffj is a refinement of ff2. If A C XQ is clopen, then, for each

<J>\A,A'\,

(<p!T)-'(A)= U       (<pT'(A)= (J       ^-'(A) = ̂ -'(A)

A.cA.A.eo- A.cA.A.eo-

and, obviously, (c) of Proposition 4.2 is satisfied.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.4. For any L -space E, and any set T,

S(£(E, l\T))) = cö5v-w,°- ext S(£(E, /HD)).

Proof. In this case XQ = ßT, with T discrete. For each clopen V C XQ,

define tf>: YQ —» V such that tf>(Y0) = an isolated point in V. tf> is clearly open,

and by Lemma 4.3 the proof is completed.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.5. // E, F are L1-spaces and ext S(E) 4 0, then S(£(E, F)) =

cönvw-°- ext S($t(E, F)) if and only if F - /'(D, for some set F.

Proof. Suppose that S(£(E, F)) is the w.o.-closed convex hull of its extreme

points, and that F is not of this form. Denote by G the closure of the isolated

points in XQ, and by H the same in YQ. By the remarks in the proof of Lemma

2.5, H /=0, and by our assumption G ¿ XQ. Both G and H are clopen. Take

x eXQ\G, ifr: YQ —► XQ such that i¡/{YQ) = {x). By Proposition 4.2, there is a

net of open continuous mappings tf>a: Yn —■» XQ such that, for each clopen

ACXQ,peE, ^'(A)) — pty-'(A)). In particular, p(<p;'(X0\G)) — p(Yfl).

But, for each a, <£~ (Xn\G) <~\H =0, tot otherwise it would contain an isolated

y eH, and then tpAy) is isolated in X0\G, which is absurd. Take an isolated

z e YQ, then 8Z e E, but 0 = 8J,tp'a '(X0\g)) -^ 8Z(Y0) = 1. This is a contradic-

tion which completes the proof.    Q.E.D.

Example 4.6. S = S0t(ll, /')) is not the worm-closed convex hull of its ex-

treme points.
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Proof. Let T £ ext S. By Lemma 2.8 there is a mapping <f>: N —» N, a£ Z00,

with |<t| = 1, such that Tem = <Am)e^^my m>\. (em is the mth unit vector in I1.)

Define an operator T: I   —► /   by

Te    =
m

m

Y.e
n-l

m>\.

T £ S clearly. We shall show that the open ball of radius 1 and centre T does not

intersect conv ext S.  Indeed, let R £ conv ext S, namely, R = 2    ,A T
' J' nal   nnal  n   n'

T   £
n

ext S, An > 0 for 1< « < M, and 2^slAn = 1. For each n there is a mapping <pn:

N —» N, and a  e /°°, with  Iff I s 1, such that, for each m, Re   = 2M
n '   n ' rr

and therefore

£M ,A o- (mW ,  ,
n=l n nv       9„(7n)

(Re   )..
m ;

2  x„aSm}>
A    is    ■     n   "
4>n(m)=j

/>!.

Now, ||R - T|| = sup     . ||Re   - Te   \\. But, for each m,

\Re    - Te

7=1 j>m

y Anff>)
0   (m)a/

Define

{M M
Z a„A„; Z aA > o, an = +1, 0, -1, 1 < n < M¡ > 0.
n=l n=l *

Take m such that l/m < 8/2, and then

1
Re   - Te >z

/«I

ZA tr (m)
<p   (m)=;

1
m

>E - = !•
,-1 ■

Thus ||R - T|| > 1.    Q.E.D.

Now we pass to the case where ext S(E) = 0. This means that if we represent

E as an LHp)-space, then p is purely nonatomic. If we combine the decomposi-

tions of Kakutani [9] and Maharam [11], it follows that E is isometric to a direct

sum (2aL [0, 1] a)j for a suitable family i«al of infinite cardinals. (By L [0, l]""

we mean the space of integrable functions on [0, l]m with the Lebesgue product

measure, cf. [11] or [13].) Thus, E* = C(Y0) is isometric to (2aL°°[0, if"),..

For any infinite cardinal m, denote by Zm the hyperstonian space satisfying

C(Z   ) = L°°[0, l]m. For each a, there is a natural projection Pa: C(Y0) —*

C(Zn  ), which is multiplicative, w*-continuous, and Pal = 1. Hence, there is an

open homeomorphism (cf. Lemma 4.1) of Z      into Yn, and so Z     may be regarded
"a " "a

as a clopen subset of Yn. It is easily checked that Z     O Z_   = 0 whenever
r ° ' "a       nß

a 4 ß, and that  \JaZn    is dense in YQ. Another important property of the spaces

Z    is their homogeneity, i.e., every clopen subset of Z    is homeomorphic to Zm.

This is an easy interpretation of Maharam's results [11], for whenever there is aa

isomorphism r: (2j, pj) —» (22, p2) between two measure algebras, it induces an
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isometry T of L°°(2j, pj) onto L(22, p2) such that T^A = Xr(A)' ^or eac^

A e 2j, and so the maximal-ideal spaces of the L°°-spaces are homeomorphic.

The following important lemma is the main tool in our investigation:

Lemma 4.7. Let m, n be two infinite cardinals, and let Z  , Z    be the spaces

defined above.  Then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) m>n.

(b) Z    is an open continuous image of Z  .

(c) Z    is a continuous image of Z_,
n °      '      m

Proof, (a) =» (b). Let / be a set of cardinality m, } C / a set of cardinality

n. Then [0, l]m = IIfe,[0, 1]¿ and [0, 1]"= nieJ[0, 1]¿, where [0, 1]. denotes, for

each i, the interval [0, l]. For each measurable E in [0, l]n, define a measurable

E in [0, l]m such that E = E x II., y|[0, l]¿. Denote the product measure on

[0, l]m (resp. [0, 1]") by pm (resp. pn). Now, let fe l'[0, l]m, and define a

measure v on [0, 1]" by v(E) = f^fdpm, tot each measurable E in [0, l]".

Clearly v is absolutely continuous with respect to pn, and therefore dv =

(Pf)dpn, where Pf e L'[0, 1]". Thus we have defined a linear operator P of

norm 1 from L'[0, l]m onto L'[0, l]n. Now P*XE = X£, for each measurable

subset E of [0, 1]", and hence P*l = 1, and P* is easily seen to be multiplica-

tive. Thus, by Lemma 4.1, there is an open continuous mapping of Zm onto Zn

(the same P was constructed in a somewhat different way in [13, p. 220]).

(b) =» (c). Trivial.

(c) =» (a). Let iß be a continuous mapping of 2"m onto Zn. The operator

T: C(Zn) —> C(Zm), given by Tf = f °iß, f e C(Zn), is a bounded one-to-one opera-

ator. Now, by [13, Corollary 3.3] and the remark following Theorem 3.5 of [13],

it follows that m>n.    Q.E.D.

Remark. By the remark following the proof of Theorem 3.5 of [13], it follows

that the weight (i.e., the minimal cardinality of a base for the clopen subsets) of

Z   , as well as the cardinality of the set of all clopen subsets of Zm, is equal to

m*°. For weight (Z   ) = dim C(Z   ) = dim L°°[0, l]m . mK0, and since the cardin-
° m i»

ality of L°°[0, l]m is also m °, the second statement follows. By the same re-

mark, for any infinite cardinal p, there are cardinals m, n> p, such that m > n

and m ° = n °. Thus, although the spaces Z  , Z   have the same weight, the

same cardinality of the set of their clopen subsets, and they are both homogeneous

yet there is no continuous mapping of Z    onto Z   . It is likely that the cardinality

of Zm is greater than that of Zn, whenever m > n. If this were true, then the

above remark becomes trivial, and the proof of Lemma 4.7 would be considerably

simplified. However, we have not been able to prove that.

Let  E, F  be L1-spaces with no extreme points in their unit balls. Put
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E* = C(yQ), F* = C(X0) and decompose X0, V,, in the form X0 = \JaeAZn   ,

^0 = U«£g2ffl . The decompositions need not be unique, since C(Zn) is iso-

metric to (C(Z£) © C(Zn) ©•■•)„,, for each infinite cardinal n, and therefore we

may repeat each Zn    countably many times in X0.

Corollary 4.8. With the above notations, YQ is an open continuous image of

Xg if and only if there is a surjection w: A —> B such that, for each a £ A,

na>mw(ay

Proof. If the latter condition is satisfied, we know by Lemma 4.7 that for

each a there is an open continuous mapping <p_ of Z      onto Z     , ,. Define
o   t-a na v    mwla)

<p: XQ —» Yn by <f>\z„    =<f>a> aeA- Since X„ is the Stone-Cech compactifica-

tion of  \JaeA^n ' $ IS we^ defined and is continuous and onto. To see that <f>

is open, let V C Xn be clopen. Then V =  \JaeA^V n Zn   ^' anc* tnere*ore <p(v) =

UaeA^V O Zn ). But <f>(V C\ Zn ) is open for each a, and so <p(V) is also

open. Conversely, if there is an open continuous mapping <f> of XQ onto Yn, then

fix aeA. We claim that <p(Zn   ) intersects only countably-many Zm 's. For

every such intersection is clopen and its inverse image is clopen in Zn . The

family of all such nonvoid inverse images is a family of pairwise disjoint clopen

subsets of Zn   . But this space satisfies the countable-chain-condition, since

it carries a strictly positive measure, namely the Lebesgue product measure

p    , regarded as a normal measure on Z     (cf. [3]). Hence, that family is at most
na j. . a,

countable. But if <p(Zn ) D Z      4 0, then, by homogeneity of those spaces, Zm

is an open continuous image of Zn  , and, by Lemma 4.7, na> mo. By assump-

tions, Zn    has countably many copies in  Xn, and the image of their union still

intersects only countably many Zm's. Thus, we define w on the set of indices

of those copies, by assigning to each such index one of the ß's of the above

statement, and covering this way all such ß's. In this way we obtain the required

surjection w.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.9. (a) The Yosida-Hewitt space, i.e. the maximal-ideal space of

L°°[0, 1], is rie only hyperstonian perfect space which is an open continuous

image of every hyperstonian perfect space.

(b) Suppose that Z is a hyperstonian perfect space, with the property that

for every clopen V C Z, riere is an open continuous mapping of Z into V. If Z

satisfies the countable-chain-condition, then Z is homogeneous. Otherwise,

there is a homogeneous space W such that a union of disjoint clopen copies of

W is dense in Z.

Proof, (a) By [11], the Yosida-Hewitt space is simply ^Kn, an<^ t^ie result

is immediate from Corollary 4.8.
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(b) The second assertion follows immediately from Corollary 4.8. The first

one is implied by the fact that the number of such copies is at most countable.

Q.E.D.
Now we are in position to prove the theorem of Krein-Milman type in the non-

atomic case. Let E and F be L -spaces, with ext S(E) = 0. Decompose E into

the sum (la£ALl[0, 1]"% and F into the sum (/HD © 2/geßL1[0, 1]™^),, for

suitable families \na}aeA, \mß\ßeB oí infinite cardinals, and a set T.

Theorem 4.10. A necessary and sufficient condition for S(£(E, F)) (E, F as

above) to be the w.o.-closed convex hull of its extreme points is that na> mß

for each ae A, ß e B.

Proof.  Put E* = C(Y0), F* = C(XQ). The above decompositions imply that

YQ = L)Zn    and XQ = {JZ      U//, where H is the closure of the isolated points

in XQ. If the condition is satisfied, then we make use of Lemma 4.3. Take a

clopen V C XQ. If V O H / 0, then obviously there is an open continuous mapping

of YQ into V. Otherwise, there is ß e B, such that V O Z      ¡= 0, and, by homo-

geneity, it is sufficient to show that Z       is an open continuous image of Y0, and

this follows from Corollary 4.8.

Conversely, if S(£(E, F)) = co"ñvw"°'ext S(S.(E, F)), then, by Proposition

4.2, for each z e X0\ß, there is a net of open continuous mappings tßy: YQ —.

X0, such that, for every clopen V C X0,  y      ,       ^ X     j     , where <p: YQ —»

Xq is a constant mapping such that tß(YQ) = \z\. In particular, fix ß eB, and take

V = Z_  , zeV. Then y     . , -^ 1. Hence, for each ae A, tß'l(Zm ) n
mß 4>yhzmß) ^y   mß

Zn   ¿ 0, for some y , for otherwise \      , should not converge-w* to 1.

'ß

ly'Vmß)

Hence, by homogeneity, Z       is an open continuous image of Z     , and by Lemma
m ß na

4.7, na>mß tot each aeA, /S e B.    Q.E.D.

Remark. The results of Theorems 4.4, 4.5, and 4.10, can be unified, if we

define ZQ to be a one-point space, and when decomposing a hyperstonian space

Vq into   Ua?    > we aH°w na to t>e an infinite cardinal, or 0. Then the formula-

tion of Theorem 4.10 applies to the general case as well.

Corollary 4.11. Let E be an Ll-space. Then S($t(E, E)) is the w.o.-closed

convex hull of its extreme points if and only if either E = / (D, for some set T,

or E* has a maximal ideal space as in Corollary 4.9(b).

Proof. Immediate.

5. Various applications. In this section we give some other applications of

the results of §3.

Our first result deals with extreme operators in £(/'(T), E), where E is an
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arbitrary Banach space. For the characterization of those operators see Lemma

2.8. We also need the following trivial lemma:

Lemma 5.1. // E z's a Banach space, then S(E) = conv ext S(E) if and only

ext 5(E**)C(/E(ext 5(E)))"w*.

Proof. Though it is easy to prove this in elementary ways, it is interesting

to apply Theorem 3.2. For if K is a one-dimensional space, then S(E) =

conv ext S(E) if and only if S0t(K, E)) is the w.o.-closed convex hull of its ex-

treme points, and this is equivalent to ext 5(F**) = ext 5(£(E*, K*)) C

(/E(ext S(E)))~w*, for ]E is precisely the injection of E = £(K, E) into £(E* K*)

- E**, and the w*.o.-topology in £(E*, K*) is precisely the w*-topology in E**.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.2. Let E be a Banach space.  Then S(£(/Hr), E)) z's the w.o.-

closed convex hull of its extreme points if and only if S(E) is the norm-closed

convex hull of its extreme points.

Proof. If 5(E) = conv ext 5(E), then, by Lemma 5.1, ext 5(E**) C

(/£(ext 5(E)))_W*. Let R: E* —♦ l°°(Y) be an extreme operator. By Theorem 3.2

we have to show the existence of a net of extreme operators Ta: I (Y) —► E, such

that T* ^i '">• R. Since \ey\yer span / (Y) in norm, it is sufficient to check

that, for each y £ I\ x* £ E*, x*(Taey) —> (Rx*, ey) = R*y(x*). (Note that R

is defined by a w*-continuous mapping R*: ßT —» E**.) That is: JE(Taey) —»

R*y tot each y £ T. But for each yeT there is a net \x a  \r^€a    *- ext ^^)»

such that ]ex a   -Ï—> R*y (because R*y is in ext 5(E**) for each y £ Y, since

R is extreme). Take A = 11   A«, with the natural ordering, and for each a =

(ßy)yer, define Ta: ll(Y) —* E by Taey = x »   , y £ Y. Then, by Lemma 2.8,

Ta is extreme in £(/Hr), E) and we have JE(Taey) -2^ R*y, for each y £ Y.

Conversely, if 5(£(/HD, F)) = c5nvw-°-ext 5(£(/HD, E)), then, by Theorem

3.2, for each extreme R: E* —►. /""(D, there is a net of extreme operators Ta:

/HD —» E, such that JE(Taey) -£^+ R*y, for each y e T. In particular, take

z eext 5(E**), and let R be the extreme operator induced by the mapping R*(D =

\z\. Since, by Lemma 2.8,  Tae„ e ext 5(E) for each a, y, we obtain

ext S(E**) C (/£(ext S(E)))-"\

and the proof is completed by Lemma 5-1.    Q.E.D.

Remark. The  "only if" part of Theorem 5.2 bears the following generaliza-

tion, which also generalizes Theorem 4.5: If S(£(E, F)) = c5ñvw-°-ext S($t(E, F)),

where E is an L -space with ext 5(E) 4 0, and F an arbitrary Banach space,

then 5(F) = coñv ext 5(F).
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Proof. Put E* = C(Y0), and define R: F*-> C(YQ) by the mapping R*(YQ) =

\z\, tot some z e ext S(F**). Then R is extreme, and by Theorem 3.2, there is a

net of extreme operators 7"a: E —* F, such that T*   w  '"f R. In particular, for each

p £ ext S(E), if we write J Ep = 8 , tot some isolated y e YQ) then JF(.Tj>) ^1+

R*y - Z. By Theorem 2.9, Tap e ext 5(F), for each a, and since ext S(E) is non-

void, the proof is completed.    Q.E.D.

Our next result deals with operators into C-spaces. By applying Corollary 3.3

to these operators, we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for S(£(E, C(Y)))

to be the w.o.-closed convex hull of its nice operators. This is an improvement

of the results of Morris and Phelps [12]. We tried as much as possible to set

this condition in terms of the topological properties of Y and ext S(E*), as did

Morris and Phelps, but the reader may find other such equivalent conditions, by

the proof of Theorem 5.4.

Definition. Let Y be a compact Hausdorff space, E a Banach space, and Z

a subset of E*. We say that the pair (Y, Z) has property (Dj) if, given f > 0,

,xneE,

fiv ..., pn e C(Y)*,   pv...,pmeZ   and    K^-.-.^CY

pairwise-disjoint and compact subsets, then there exists a w*-continuous mapping

tß: Y —► Z such that, for each i, j.

I*(tß(y)-P.,Xi)dp.{y) \<e\p.\(K.).

It is easily checked that property (D) of [12] implies property (Dj), and that

property (Dj) implies the pointwise density of the continuous mappings of Y into

Z in (Z)Y.

Now, let Y be a compact Hausdorff space, and put, as usual, C(Y)** =

C(Yq), /c(Y) = /• ^e have the following technical lemma.

Lemma 5.3. For each clopen A C YQ, y^  is in the w*-closure of

'XintJ*-l(K): KCY is comPactl

Proof. It is sufficient to show that SÍCÍY,,)) = coñvw ¡2y.    ,»_!,,,. - 1:
u ~imj        (K)

KCY is compact!, for then the result follows by Milman's theorem. If p e C(Y)*,

denote by p. the corresponding normal measure on YQ. Observe that if KCY is

compact, then p(K) = p(int /*~'(K)). (This is seen, e.g., by taking a decreasing

net {/a¡ C C(Y), such that fa\K a 1, and fa\ yK pointwise. The net Í//J is

decreasing in C(YQ) and so converges-w*, and its limit is easily seen to be

y.   jt-l,Ky The above assertion follows from the fact that p is regular and p

is normal.) Now, for each t > 0, f e S(C(Y)), p1, ... , pn e C(Y)*, there are
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pairwise-disjoint and compact subsets Kj, • • • , Km of V, such that

|/y(/-Z\XKj^J<f'    l </'<"'   where -1<A.<1.

It is easily seen that this combination may be replaced by a convex combination

of the desired form. This completes the proof, for 5(C(Y)) is w*-dense in

5(C(yQ)).    Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.4. Let Y be a compact Hausdorff space and E a Banach space.

Then 5(£(E, C(Y))) is the w.o.-closed convex hull of its nice operators if and

only if the pair (Y, ext 5(E*)) has property (Dj).

Proof. Assume that (V, ext 5(E*)) has property (Dj). It is sufficient to show

that, given a w*-continuous mapping if/: Y0 —» ext S(E*)W , Xj, • • • , *   eB and

Pj, • • • , pn £ C(y)*, there is a w*-continuous mapping <f>: Y —» ext 5(E*), such

that

(5.1) <1.      Ki<i <- n.fyQ <#y). *,) 4fy) - fY <#y). *f >dfi,(y)\

(As above, fi{ is p¿ as a normal measure on Y0.) For, having shown this, then

this condition is satisfied by every if/ induced by an extreme operator in

£(E, C(Y0)) (by [14], since   YQ is stonian), and this means that every such oper-

ator is in the w*.o.-closure of Í/T: T ex(E, C(Y)) is nice}, and by Corollary 3-3

the result follows. With no loss of generality we may assume that p. > 0, 1 < i <n.

For each p £ ext S(E*), define

Vp « iy e Y0 : \(if/(y) - p, x.)\ < l/3||p.||, 1 < i< n\.

Then {V : p eext 5(E*)1 is an open cover of YQ. Hence, there is a decomposi-

tion V0 = (J^jA . into a finite number of clopen disjoint subsets, such that for

each 1< /' < t?z, there is p. £ ext S(E*) such that

A . C |y £ Y0 : \{lf/(y) - P., x.)\ < l/3||p¿||, I < I < «}•

Hence we have

(5-2) ¡y (W -ÍZxa WPj> *)#,-(y> < h     l<i<*
I "0   > ; = 1 if D

By Lemma 5.3, there are compact subsets Kj, — , Km C Y, such that

p.(AAint/*-HfC;.))< 1/I2m(m+ l)\\x.\\,      l<z<*   and    l</<m.

(This follows from the fact that Xa&b = Xa + Xb ~ 2Xa ' Xb anc* t^le "i?"11 side

converges-w* to zero whenever Xb converges-w* to Xa'^
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Since the A .'s are pairwise-disjoint, it is easily verified that

pi(Kj C\(\Js^Ks))< 1/I2(m + l)\\x.\\, for each l<i<n,  l<j<m. We may there-

fore replace each K. by a compact L. C k\[Js. ■ Ks, with p-(k\l ■) <

1/12(7« + l)||x.|| + l/12»»|lxf|, iml,...,n. Hence, ß^Afi int /*-'(Ly)) <

l/6m||x¿||, for i= 1, • • • , n and /= I, • • • , tn. In particular we have

By property (Dj) there is a continuous mapping tß: Y —> ext S(E*) satisfying

(5.4) |Js^(v)-Py, x )dp(y)
3||«.

(K),       1 < i<n, Kj<m.-U.VK..
r«   ?

Putting (5.2)—(5.4) together, we obtain (5.1).

Conversely, if 5(£(E, C(Y))) is the w.o.-closed convex hull of its nice oper-

ators, then take f > 0, Xj, ... , xn e E, p1? ... , ¡in e C(Y)*, pv ••• ,pm   £

ext S(E*) and Kj, • • • , Km C Y pairwise-disjoint and compact. Set A. =

int /*-1(Ky), for 1< /'< m, and let AQ be yo^U7=i^.> antl ?o be an arbitrary

element of ext-5(E*). Now tß = ^¡LoXa -P ■ ls a w*-continuous mapping of YQ in-

to ext 5(E*). By Corollary 3.3 there is a w*-continuous mapping tß: Y —»Z such

that

fY   W» *{) dp Ay) - ¡Y (tßiy), x.) dp Ay)

for each 1< i < n, l<j<m, where p¿j. =pf|K.. Namely

< (\Pi\iK),

ÎK ̂ <p{y)-p.,x.)(tii.{y)< e\p.\(K.),       1 < i < », 1 < /< m.    Q.E.D.
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